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When man approaches woman through sexuality 

 
As Man you get, in principle, killed if you make love to (a) Woman who cannot 

receive you through her Heart but only by means of her physical body – to whatever extent of 
thoroughness this dying process takes place. This principle means not only that a male rapist 
(I include in this also the energetic rapist) gets ‘raped’ in return, a payment in kind, but every 
man who aims for woman’s body instead of giving His ‘own’ Heart loses the Man in him and 
is therefore dead – or in a process of dying. Only if He gives His Heart to Woman She can 
Receive Him. Or at least, since the process of Man and Woman takes time and dedication, in 
the background the Process of Reception has started, whether this is translated into physical 
reception or not, which is something secondary and in a way irrelevant (although not totally 
irrelevant). 

A man who goes after Woman’s sexuality, Her duality, is in a process of being 
swallowed by Her Sexual Force, which is, simply on the grounds of Her Nature, much 
stronger than the ‘borrowed’ Sexual Force that a man contains. Sexuality is not Man’s 
primary quality, so he better stay away from that subject and leave it to Woman. When it 
comes to sexuality, He ‘simply’ Responds to Woman instead of being the one who takes 
initiative – which, by the way, doesn’t necessarily mean that he needs to go along with 
Woman’s sexual opening for his body. No, he better stick to what he is – at least originally or 
essentially – good at: His Heart. 

In Principle, His Heart represents the One. If a man turns to sexuality he is seduced 
and weakened by the Dual Force that Woman carries. Of His nature a Man – if He is still 
Alive – is interested in Oneness with a Woman. Let Woman play Her part of Duality, of 
separating when She has the impulse or drive for this. As Man you follow Her movements – 
as a mirror. Trying to sexually open Her is, literally, a dead-end street: the Man will be killed. 
For in the worst case She goes along with your manipulation and you’re done. On the grounds 
of Nature, manipulation needs to be granted to Woman’s role, and should not be copied by 
Man. 

Although Woman, understandably, may have the tendency to put herself forward as a 
victim of man’s sexuality, sex (as such, as form) is killing for a man. It is killing for him if it 
is not embedded in the Heart. In a way it’s funny that nowadays (but also in the past it hasn’t 
been rare that) Woman, certainly partly out of revenge, tries to destroy a ‘man’ who is dead 
already, who has already died between Her Two Legs. Not only in the show business Kali 
likes to show the skull of the corpse to the public and secretly laugh. 

In itself, one could say that it is fair that a Man’s Spirit gets killed by the Sexual Force 
of Woman when he is deluded to assume that, in the end, sex is what it comes down to here 
on earth. In fact, He cannot come down to earth through sexuality as such: if the Heart is left 
behind there’s no One going down, He is Torn into Her Two. Fair or not, the reality on earth 
is that Woman is bereft of Man when men go after Her sexuality. The Truth for man’s ego is 
hard: there’s nothing real to get for him if he goes after sex, nothing substantial. Woman’s 
Body is empty when it is not Filled by Man’s Heart. There is no Female Reception when His 
Heart doesn’t lead the Meeting of Man and Woman. This is simply a matter of Deeper Nature. 
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The ego of ‘man’ might be happy with this ‘lesson’ if he, exceptionally, would see the 
truth of it. And he may try to reach a woman’s heart, so that if he’d be successful he can also 
be sexually received. But this trick doesn’t work, of course. He cannot truly reach Woman by 
this roundabout way of the ego. And, in fact, there’s nothing new here. This trick is what men 
have tried for millennia: trying to convince Woman of his good heart and hoping that then the 
gates of Her sexuality open. And often they do. It’s a boring show, tiring for both sexes, for 
so long already. It’s not only boring. Also, as I have said, the Man gets killed, if he wasn’t 
dead already by then. For the ego Kills You if you don’t See it. 

In reality, Man can only be vulnerable as Heart and offer Himself. By Her Nature She 
is the Judge here on Earth. If He is not found Man-worthy (enough) yet, he’ll has to accept. 
Only when he accepts the fact that as Man here on earth there is nothing to attain for Him – I 
mean absolutely nothing – only then He is Free to, finally, Fully Give His Heart to Woman, 
without reserve. He is not bothered any more by the common ‘deal in the dark’ between man 
and woman. The Real Man is totally Free from Wanting, since He has Seen there is nothing to 
get for real. Only when Man is Free (from Wanting (something of) Her) Woman’s secret 
repulsion of ‘man’ stops, and She can Freely Love Him. 

Which man dares to go that far, to fully See and Whole-Heartedly Accept this: there’s 
nothing for you here on earth, this is not your world, this is not your Home. It was never 
about you. It was only about your Heart. This is what Woman is waiting for – and ‘your’ 
Heart has nothing to do with ‘you’. Don’t bother about the form that it takes, or doesn’t take. 
Relate this Heart to the world, the world of form, the world of Woman – Freely. The Heart 
doesn’t expect anything in return. It is already fulfilled in itself, if It is Recognized by Itself as 
It Is. And It reflects. And it starts laughing, seeing how the ego can be deluded: to go after a 
hole, a hole in the earth, in Woman. As if the Whole could become more whole through 
entering this hole. How can the Whole enter a hole? 

It’s something completely different when Woman Recognizes the Whole in a Man and 
Opens to this Whole and becomes as the Whole. Sex Disappears in the Heart. It doesn’t exist 
any more as such, as a separate activity. The form can no longer be distinguished from the 
Formless, from Love. 

In principle, a man doesn’t need to wait what the verdict is, if (a) woman can receive 
him by her Heart or only through her sexuality – or not at all. The more He gives His Heart, 
the better He can See that Woman is not ready to Receive His Heart. If He turns to sexuality 
as an alternative, it becomes only more difficult to See that She doesn’t really Receive Him. 
The strong energy that sexuality carries usually thoroughly veils a clear Consciousness. A 
man may, then, assume he is all right with the way his relationship to (‘his’) woman is. In the 
background, however, and unreachable for his consciousness or not, he will be aware of Her 
fundamental resistance to Him. 

When Man notices that Woman cannot really Receive His Heart, this is to be used as a 
mirror – instead of trying to convince her of Her supposed ‘mistake’. Her – natural – 
Resistance to Him is Felt as Pain and is ‘simply’ to be meditated, without being attached to 
any result of this meditation. Man’s Meditation of Woman is Free, a Free gift, whether She 
can receive this gift or not, whether She will ever open Her body for Him or not. Moreover, 
Man becomes Conscious in the world of form, thanks to Woman’s Resistance. We must not 
assume that when Woman, from the beginning, is wholly open for (a) man, receiving him in 
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every way, this would be the perfect scenario for both man and woman. That way, in the 
favorite scenario of the lazy man, Man cannot become Conscious on earth of Himself as Man, 
as Consciousness. He Needs this Resistance for His Heart to Come to earth. He is tested if He 
Feels, if He is humble enough to Feel this resistance (as Pain) and this triggers the Man in 
him. Man doesn’t go the easy way, like Woman. If he does, he is in fact as a slave running 
after the Energy that Woman seems to provide. Without exaggerating one could say that as 
long as a man wants sexuality of (a) Woman, he is still sucking mommy’s breasts. 

Through acknowledging – instead of manipulating (or in the worst case raping) –
Woman’s natural resistance to Him, He can, in the end, after a long, deep, heavy and 
humbling Process, find Himself as the Creator, creating Himself as Man on earth: He who 
doesn’t want anything of Her but gives His Heart to Her. In itself He doesn’t need Woman’s 
sexuality for this, but He needs to be open to look in the mirror that Woman is for him. As 
long as Woman receives him merely sexually, He can be sure that He has still a long way to 
go. A long way to face the Ego in himself as a mirror of Woman’s Ego that is all right with 
and even prefers making love with a man – an activity as part of Herself, in fact – above 
Being in Love with Man Himself, with the Beloved of Her Heart. 

The ego of what seems to be ‘man’ likes to make love to Woman’s body so that he 
gets energized and his ego can go into the world and ‘conquer’ it or at least finds its place in it 
– untraceable as it is. If He is received by Her Heart, however, He is no longer interested in 
going into the world, if only for the fact that He Sees there is nothing to be attained for him. 
The Reception of His Heart stops all egoic impulse in that respect – although, it is true, we 
must not turn things upside down: it is He Himself Who Creates Woman’s Reception. It is He 
Who Sees the Ego-Force through him and others. If His Consciousness Embedded in His 
Heart Sees through Woman’s Ego on an earthly level, Her Heart Reception comes seriously 
within reach. Woman’s (undetected) Ego – that She Herself has no real access to if Man’s 
Eye Embedded in His Heart isn’t Present – is hopelessly proudly in the way of Her True 
Reception of Man(’s Heart). 

As I’ve said, the man who, in his relation to Woman, primarily wants to physically 
make love to Her is, in fact, already Swallowed by Her Sexual Force and now, as a last sign 
of life, a last convulsion in the agony of death, he still responds with sex. If Woman can bear 
Her own repulsion of ‘him’, his remainders, She might consume ‘him’, depending on her 
mood. If She’s in love with Herself instead of with Man – and this is not an uncommon 
situation on earth – She might even find the copulation and the digestion tasty. She – whether 
or not She complains that he seems mainly interested in sex – may even use his weakness in 
respect of his slavery of sexuality to improve Her own situation. A fisherman also uses a 
worm on the hook to get fish. 

 
To not make it too easy for you to understand this hearticle: saying that having sex 

without true Heart reception is weakening Man’s Spirit, doesn’t mean I’d like to belittle the 
simultaneously valuable function of Woman’s Sexuality – valuable not only for reproduction 
of this world of form. 

Ah, fuck it, there’s such a lot more to say about this subject. Go into it and find out. 
Feel. See. For now, remember that Woman(’s Sexuality) can Kill you as ‘man’ or that Her 
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Heart can receive the Man you are and that ‘Her’ Heart can only do this if you Selflessly give 
your Heart to Her. Struggle in this Female Duality till you find out the Truth. 


